








datasets. From Table 2, we see that the experiment smoothing-

spline obtained WER that is even lower than the baseline itself

on the training datasets, and on the test datasets it was a close

second to the baseline. Listening samples are made publicly

available on 2.

5. Discussion and Future Work

5.1. Baseline F0 Output Evaluation

Mostly, the F0 extracted from the baseline output was consis-

tent with the input F0. We noticed that some originally voiced

segments are identified as unvoiced at the output. We guess that

this is due to the severe local distortions, hindering the signif-

icance of the pitch, thus causing the unvoiced decision at the

F0 extractor. We believe that further characterization of the F0

artifacts could help us build a more robust anonymizer.

5.2. F0 Modification Experiments

Flattened F0 trajectories increase the ’OA’ scores, yet decrease

the ’AA’ scores. This is consistent because originals and

anonymized data have less in common, at the cost of losing the

natural intra-cluster variance, as now they bear the same mono-

tonicity. So it becomes easier to link the different anonymiza-

tions of the same original speech. The more the data gets re-

moved, the more the WER increases. Although the WER in-

crease is not significant, in our opinion using these systems in a

real application would not yield significant benefits.

We observed that processing the F0 with smoothing splines

did not yield any adverse effects, though it did not achieve any

anonymization either.

In contrast, altering the F0 trajectories either with certain

sinusoids, or even better with random walk noise as we have

generated is a promising addition. A nice attribute is that such

a modification could not be reversed, because the signal that we

modulate is not properly band-limited and as a result we intro-

duce some aliasing. We experimented with different sets of fre-

quencies, and ASR and ASV performance changed differently

according to the frequency set picked. Comparing the scores

of experiments modulated-same-* and modulated-different, we

observed that having different frequencies for different speak-

ers did not create a significant benefit. The sinusoid modulation

caused easily noticable vibrato artifacts at the output. Random

walk noise on the other hand, did not create any noticeable ar-

tifacts as long as the amplitude was kept small. Increasing the

strength causes audible unnatural behavior, such as inappropri-

ately high or low F0 for given gender at localized spots or a

perception of unnatural intonation.

As all works have obtained ’OA’ scores that are around 50%

(corresponding to full anonymization), we will focus on the

’AA’ scores. Our experiment random-walk-weak attained sim-

ilar performance in WER and training-set EER with compared

shift-and-scale approach, and as a plus the reversibility handi-

cap is remedied. Test-set EER though, is much higher for the

shift-and-scale approach. Our experiment random-walk-strong

has comparable EER performance with respect to the proposed

X-vector modifications. An exception to that is ’AA’ scores of

the domain-adversarial autoencoders approach [9] has a slightly

lower ’AA’ score, and a smaller test-set WER.

Being able to improve the anonymization performance

while essentially preserving the speech intelligibility suggests

2https://www.audiolabs-erlangen.de/fau/
professor/peters/publications/MLSLP2021

that ignoring F0 is a sub-optimum approach. The community

should strive towards effective F0 modification techniques.

5.3. Future Work

Our findings indicate that applying low-complexity modifica-

tions to the F0 trajectories can increase anonymization by as

much as 8% (which is attained by applying random-walk-strong

and in terms of relative gain with respect to the baseline), and

further experiments on F0 trajectories are worthwhile.

Based on these promising findings, a variety of further in-

quiries based on our research are possible. Our plans include

further characterizing the F0 disturbances caused by the base-

line, and to design a system which could manipulate the F0 tra-

jectories to minimize such disturbances or other unnatural arti-

facts, while still being beneficial for the anonymization.

Also, future work will continue to find optimum F0 manip-

ulation methods to maximize the ASV’s EER while avoiding

an increase of the ASR’s WER. For instance, by combining the

random walk with a smoothing spline methodology as a post-

processing step we believe some of the unnatural behavior in-

troduced by our modifications may be tamed, while allowing

for the desired anonymization benefit.

We would also like to continue the system evaluation with

speech corpora that feature other demographics, such as el-

derly or children voices, to gain better understanding of the

anonymization performance across the larger population.

6. Conclusion

In this work we have explored various low-complexity DSP

modifications to the F0 trajectories to understand their effects

on the EER and WER scores. We first analyzed how the F0 tra-

jectories change after signals are processed with the baseline.

We found out that ignoring few characterizable changes, the

trends look similar, which suggests identity leakage. Then eight

F0 modifications were designed, implemented, and tested on F0

trajectories before re-synthesizing, including flattening, spline

smoothing, sinusoidal modulation, and random walk modula-

tion. Modulating the F0 trajectories with uniquely generated

random walk noise yielded anonymization improvements of

about 8% with minor WER degredation. Since F0 manipula-

tion has not yet been considered in the winning voice privacy

systems [5], we believe our method is complementary and thus,

can potentially improve state-of-the-art voice privacy systems.
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